Light is flexible

Siteco Modario® PS

LED trunking insert with individual lumen levels for lighting tasks in industry and retail. Light is OSRAM

Product features

- Multi-lumen ON/OFF ECG (ten steps, 8000…3000 lm)
- Efficiency up to 170 lm/W
- Service life up to 50,000 h @ 25°C (L90/B50)
- Functional, resistant sheet steel housing (MSH) with IP50 (LED compartment)
- Optimised temperature range: -25°C…+50°C
- High visual comfort and good glare control due to prismatic frosted optic
- Quick, simple mounting with rotary catch
- Optionally with DALI and DALI CLO for constant luminous flux on request
- 4000 K, also 3000 K and 6500 K on request
The multi-talent for dry surroundings

A single luminaire with various lumen levels
Thanks to the new multi-lumen on/off ECGs, Modario® PS provides ten different lumen levels in just one luminaire. Light output ranges from 8,000 to 3,000 lumens, set simply with a DIP-Switch*.

More functionality and flexibility
Whether for industry, research, distribution or supermarkets: the Modario® PS with three light distributions, three light colours and in particular thanks to multi-lumen technology provides precisely the right lighting for a variety of applications. This means the trunking inserts can continue to be used even if utilisation of the illuminated areas is re-configured.

Simple handling
The dirt-resistant sheet steel housing (MSH) with IP50-protected LED compartment is completely designed for functionality. All Modario® system components, trunking rails and luminaire inserts are precisely matched to each other in accordance with 299 mm system dimensions. Modules can be positioned in the rails at random distances within the system dimensions for both trunking and individual luminaire installations.

Applications
— Manufacturing
— Distribution/highbay racking
— Supermarkets, discounters, DIY centres

*For higher lumen levels to 11,000 lumens, versions are available with aluminium housing and supplementary functions such as DALI or DALI CLO (constant luminous flux control)

For more information regarding the product, details for multilumen settings as well as efficiency and order data, please go to www.osram.com/modarioPS